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For almost two years now, we have
experienced a very difficult time in terms
of the overall economic situation. Massive
disruptions to various supply chains,
numerous force majeure announcements,
the significant increase in demand in
many industries, higher prices for all
kinds of primary products and
skyrocketing energy costs - to name just
a few of the current burdens.

On one hand, we have wished for spring
to be different and currently relief is not in
sight – unfortunately. But on the other
hand, however exactly these challenges
motivate us. NORWE neither needs gas
or oil at its location in Bergneustadt and
the already implemented environmental
measures are helping us to use the
energy more efficiently.

Find out about the latest news from NORWE and our technical innovations in ourFind out about the latest news from NORWE and our technical innovations in our
newly released spring newsletter.newly released spring newsletter.
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New logistic center in the USA
 
Moving into new premises in Akron, Ohio, allows NORWE Inc. to put administration
and warehousing under one roof. The merge creates the best conditions for optimal
order processing.

Larger storage capacities in direct connection with the service and shipping
department will ensure qualified and prompt order dispatch for the customer. Therefore,
it is easier to realize call-off orders for forward-looking order planning with partial
deliveries.
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New injection moulding machine on the way to its
workplace
 
The first of two new injection moulding machines for the production of coilformers
has already optimized the existing machinery in exchange. Greater power capacity and
userfriendliness are next to the energy-efficiency and therefore at the same time
environmentally friendly technical orientation the essential criteria for us.

The sustainable use of limited resources and the highly sensitive handling of CO2
emissions, both determine our actions in order to preserve an environment worth
living for future generations.
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Latest series expansion of the PQ series are available
 

PQ components are designed to achieve the highest power output per volume
and weight and are therefore ideally suited for the requirements of the electrical
industry. We supply components made in high quality thermoplastics, matching your
production requirements.

The series expansion with the coilformers PQ 50, PQ 65 and PQ 107, each in
special design, as well as the PQ 32-30 in a double-section version with solder pins
are now available. 
 
Corresponding data sheets can be found on our website:
www.norwe.eu/products/en/004
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We hope you enjoyed our newsletter. We would be
pleased if you would join us for the next edition.
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